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Abstract

Pointer-based array traversals are often used by C programmers to optimize sequential
memory access. However, the use of pointer arithmetic prevents compilers from effectively
applying dependence testing and loop analysis for optimization and parallelization. Because
pointer variables can be viewed as reference-type induction variables, conventional induction
variable recognition and substitution methods can be used to translate pointer-based code to
array-based code, thereby enabling the application of traditional loop restructuring compiler
optimizations for parallelization. However, conditionally updated induction variables and
pointers are prohibiting the application of these optimizations, due to the inability to determine
closed-form function equivalents. This paper presents a method for value range analysis on
conditionally updated induction variables and pointers which have no closed-form functions.
The value range method determines the memory access patterns of pointers and arrays indexed
with conditionally updated induction variables. Important applications of this method are in
array bounds analysis and data dependence testing.

1 Introduction

Accurate value range analysis is crucial for restructuring and parallelizing compilers. Several
compiler analysis methods rely on value range analysis, such as array-based data dependence test-
ing, array and loop bounds checking, pointer analysis, feasible path analysis, and loop timing
analysis. Current value range analysis methods are powerful and are capable of handling sym-
bolic and nonlinear expressions. These methods extensively use symbolic analysis techniques,
such as abstract interpretation and symbolic differencing, to determine the closed-form functions
of induction variables for range analysis. However, recent work by Psarris [20, 21, 22], Shen,
Li, and Yew [23], and Haghighat [17] mention the difficulty compilers have in analyzing expres-
sions containing conditionally updated variables, whose recurrence relations have no closed form.
Consider for example Figure 1(a) depicting an example loop with conditionally updated induction
variables. Because conditionally updated variables in loop nests do not have closed forms, current
value range methods are ineffective dealing with loops containing conditional variable updates.
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int i, j = 0, k = 0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

. . .
A[f (i,j,k)] = A[g(i,j,k)];
. . .
if (C[i])

j = j + k;
else

k = k + 1;
. . .
}

int i, ∗p = A, ∗q = B;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

. . .
∗p += ∗q++;
. . .
if (C[i])

p += 2;
. . .
}

(a)Conditionally Updated Variables (b) Conditionally Updated Pointer

Figure 1: Example Loops with Conditionally Updated Variables and Pointers

In addition, current value range analyzers are mainly developed to analyze the range of values of
numerical expressions. However, because pointers are frequently used in C code to step through
arrays, there is a need to effectively analyze the range of memory locations accessed by pointers,
e.g. for data dependence analysis and array bounds checking. Pointer-to-array conversion, also
known as array recovery, can be used to determine the closed forms of induction pointers [16, 27],
which in turn can be used by a value range analyzer to determine the array bounds. However, none
of these algorithms handle conditionally updated pointers, see Figure 1(b) for an example.

In this paper we present an algorithm for value range analysis that incorporates a novel method
for the analysis of affine and nonlinear (index) expressions, generalized induction variables, and
recurrence relations of conditionally updated variables and pointers in loops. To this end, the
method derives bounding functions for conditionally updated variables for accurate value range
analysis. The results of this analysis can be used to enhance the effectiveness of other analysis
methods. For example, data dependence analysis applied to arrayA shown in Figure 1(a) may
succeed with this value range information, wheref andg are affine or nonlinear index functions.
Furthermore, the presented method handles conditional pointer updates to determine the range of
memory locations accessed by arrays as well as by pointers.

2 Related Work

Range analysis techniques play an integral role in symbolic analyzers. In [8, 10] Blume and
Eigenmann describe techniques for computing variable ranges and propagating those computed
values based on control flow information. In [6, 7] they propose a technique for dependence testing
based on value range analysis. In [17] Haghighat and Polychronopoulos describe an engine for the
evaluation of polynomial expressions, and propose to use these properties in dependence testing
and performance prediction. Approaches for analyzing conditionally executed statements are also
given. In [13] Fahringer, and later in [14, 15] Fahringer and Scholz, describe the use of value
range analysis in their symbolic engine. These analyzers heavily rely on abstract interpretation
and symbolic evaluation.

In contrast to these methods, our analysis method is based on a the manipulation of symbolic



expressions with the Chains of Recurrence (CR) algebra, which is significantly less expensive
compared to abstract interpretation and symbolic differencing [24]. The CR algebra was first
introduced by Zima [29] and later extended by Bachmann, Wang, and Zima [4, 28, 30, 3, 31].
In [24] we augmented the algebra and presented an algorithm for generalized induction variable
(GIV) recognition and induction variable substitution (IVS) based on CR forms.

Allen and Johnson [2] used their vectorization and parallelization framework as an intermediate
language for induction variable substitution to generate pointer expressions that are more amenable
to vectorization than the original representation. However, their approach does not fully convert
pointers to index expressions. Muchnick [19] mentions the regeneration of array indexes from
pointer-based array traversal, but no explicit details are given. Franke and O’Boyle [16] developed
a compiler transformation to convert pointer-based accesses to explicit array accesses for array
recovery. However, their work has several assumptions and restrictions. In particular, their method
is restricted to structured loops with a constant upper bound and all pointer arithmetic has to be data
independent and conditional pointer updates are not permitted. Furthermore, pointer assignments,
apart from initializations to some start element of the array to be traversed, are not allowed.

In contrast, our pointer analysis algorithm presented in [27] can handle non-rectangular loops,
more general pointer initializations, and the most common types of data dependent and indepen-
dent pointer updates. Our value range analysis algorithm builds on that work as well as on our
work on timing estimators [11, 12].

3 Applications

Value range analysis is applied to support many compiler analysis and code transformation meth-
ods. In this section we discuss some of those applications.

3.1 Array Bounds Checking

Array bounds checking determines whether the value of an array expression is within specified
bounds in all of its uses in a program. The task can be very expensive as there is overhead code
to execute for each iteration we want to check. An example runtime array bounds checking in
Fortran is illustrated in the code fragment below:

REAL A[0:100]
k = 0
m = 0
DO j = 0, 10

DO i = 0, j – 1
C /* Check k >= 0 and k =< 100 */

A[k] = ...
k = k + 1

C /* Check m >= 0 and m =< 100 */
A[m] = ...

ENDDO
IF (...) m = m + j

ENDDO



The closed form ofk is (j2 − j)/2 + i, which is a function over the loop iteration variablesi and
j. Because,0 ≤ (j2 − j)/2 + i ≤ 100, the bounds check forA[k] can be eliminated. Note that
the conditionally updated induction variablem does no have a closed form. Therefore, the bounds
check cannot be removed using current methods. However, our method determines the bounding
functions form:

0 ≤ m ≤ j2−j
2

< 100

Therefore, the array bounds check forA[m] can be removed.

3.2 Dependence Testing

Dependence testing with value range information determines if there is any potential overlap be-
tween the reads and writes to an array in a loop nest. This is illustrated in the example code
fragment below:

DO j = 1, N
DO i = j, 10

A[−j] = A[i∗j−1] + val
ENDDO

ENDDO

The inner loop can be parallelized if the compiler can show thati ∗ j − 1 ≥ −j which means that
the values of arrayA are read before being written. Blume and Eigenmann’s range analysis [9]
calculates the value range of the difference betweeni∗j−1 and−j as follows:

[i ∗ j + j − 1, i ∗ j + j − 1] = [[j, 10] ∗ j + j − 1, [j, 10] ∗ j + j − 1]
= [j2 + j − 1, 11 ∗ j − 1]
= [[1,∞]2 + [1,∞]− 1, 11 ∗ [1,∞]− 1]
= [1,∞] > 0

where[lb, ub] denotes a range of values betweenlb andub. Likewise, our CR-based value range
analysis determines the lower bound of the difference using CR forms:

L(i ∗ j + j − 1) = L({{1, +, 1}j , +, 1}i ∗ {1, +, 1}j + {1, +, 1}j − 1)
= L({{1, +, 4, +, 2}j , +, {1, +, 1}j}i)
= 1 > 0

whereL is the CR-based lower bound function presented in Section 5. Since the resulting range
information indicates that the difference is positive, there is no cross iteration dependence and the
loop nest can be parallelized. Note that the bound is derived using the CR algebra rules applied
to the CR form{1,+, 1}j of j and nested CR form{{1,+, 1}j ,+, 1}i of i as defined by the loop
iteration space, wherej ≥ 1 andi ≥ j with unit strides.

In [26] we present a more extensive data dependence algorithm based on CR forms to implement
an efficient nonlinear version of the Banerjee Bounds test [5] that can handle a larger set of non-
linear and symbolic dependence problems compared to the work by Blume and Eigenmann on
nonlinear data dependence testing.



3.3 Dependence Testing in Loops with Conditionally Updated Variables

When conditional variable updates occur in a loop nest, current methods for value range analysis
for dependence testing fail. Consider for example the following loop nest:

k = 0
DO j = 1, N

DO i = j, 10
A[k] = A[i∗j] + val

ENDDO
IF (...) k = k + 1

ENDDO

Variablek has no closed form. However, the CR-based range analysis detects that

0 ≤ k ≤ j− 1

Therefore, we use the upper bound CR form{0,+, 1}j of k in the lower bound derivation of the
difference betweeni∗j andk to obtain:

L(i ∗ j − k − 1) = L({{1, +, 1}j , +, 1}i ∗ {1, +, 1}j)− k
= L({{1, +, 1}j , +, 1}i ∗ {1, +, 1}j − {0, +, 1}j)
= L({{1, +, 2, +, 2}j , +, {1, +, 1}j}i)
= 1 > 0

Since the resulting range information indicates that the difference is positive, there is no cross
iteration dependence and the inner loop nest can be parallelized.

3.4 Dependence Testing in Loops with Pointer-Based Array Accesses

When (conditional) pointer updates occur in a loop nest and pointer arithmetic is used to access
arrays, current value range analysis methods are inadequate and dependence testing fails. Array
recovery can be used to recover arrays and eliminate pointer arithmetic, but these methods are
severely restricted. Consider for example the following loop nest:

p = A; q = A;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{ for (j = 0; j <= i; j++)
∗p = ∗++q + val; // equivalent to A[i] = A[(i∗i+i)/2+j+1]

p++;
}

Our array recovery algorithm determines the closed forms [27], while the method of Franke and
O’Boyle [16] cannot be applied due to the nonlinear forms. Because the difference between
(i∗i+i)/2+j+1 andi is positive the loop can be parallelized.

The method presented in this paper can also handle conditional pointer updates, as shown in the
following example loop:

p = A; q = A + 2∗n;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{ ∗p += ∗q−−;

if (...) p++;
}



DO i=1,Jmax
S1: JMINU[i]=i-1

ENDDO
S2: JMINU[1]=1
S3: Jlow=2
S4: Jup=Jmax-1

...
DO k=Kb,Ke

DO j=Jlow,Jup
S5: Jm=JMINU[j]
S6: XY[j,k,4]=X[Jm,k]+val1

ENDDO
S7: XY[1,k,4]=X[1,k]+val2

...
ENDDO

⇒

DO i=1,Jmax
S1: JMINU[{1, +, 1}i]={0, +, 1}i

ENDDO
S2: JMINU[1]=1
S3: Jlow=2
S4: Jup=Jmax-1

...
DO k=Kb,Ke

DO j=2,Jmax-1
S5: Jm=({2, +, 1}j = 1) ? 1 : {1, +, 1}j
S6: XY[{2, +, 1}j ,{Kb, +, 1}k,4]

=X[({2, +, 1}j = 1) ? 1 : {1, +, 1}j ,
{Kb, +, 1}k]+val1

ENDDO
S7: XY[1,{Kb, +, 1}k,4]=X[1,{Kb, +, 1}k]+val2

...
ENDDO

⇒

DO k=Kb,Ke
DOALL j=2,Jmax-1

XY[j,k,4]=X[j-1,k]+val1
ENDDO
XY[1,k,4]=X[1,k]+val2

...
ENDDO

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Code Segment of ARC2D

The bounding functions of the pointer-access description (PAD) [27] of pointerp are

A ≤ p ≤ A + n− 1

Therefore, the difference between the memory locations accessed byp andq are determined

L(q − p) = L({A + 2n, +,−1}i − {A, +, 1}i)
= L({2n, +,−2}i)
= 2 > 0

where{A + 2n,+,−1}i is the PAD ofp and{A,+, 1}i is the PAD ofq. Because the difference
is positive, there is no cross iteration dependence.

3.5 Global Value Range Propagation

Maslov [18] describes an algorithm for global value propagation of affine constraints using F-
relations. We improve on this method to handle nonlinear functions.

The value range propagation with CR forms is illustrated with the ARC2D code segment of the
Perfect Benchmarks(R) shown in Figure 2. This example illustrates the technique for affine ex-
pressions. However, the CR forms are not limited to be affine and may encompass piecewise
polynomials and geometric sequences.

The contents of arrayJMINU set by statementsS1andS3is represented by the conditional expres-
sion(i = 1) ? 1 : i−1. JMINU in S6is indexed byj, which has the CR form{1,+, 1}j . Expanding
JMINU with its definition and replacingi with {1,+, 1}j gives({2,+, 1}j = 1) ? 1 : {0,+, 1}j .
The conditional CR-expression({2,+, 1}j = 1) ? 1 : {0,+, 1}j simplifies to{0,+, 1}j because
the value 1 is not in the sequence described by{2,+, 1}j by testingL{2,+, 1}j = 2 > 1, thereby
indicating thatJm is a true linear induction variable.



The j-index of XY in S6 is monotonic (monotonicity is discussed in Section 4), which allows
parallelization of thej-loop, as shown in Figure 2 (c). In addition, there is no output depen-
dence betweenS6 and S7, because the difference between the index expressions is positive,
i.e.L({2,+, 1}j − 1) = L{1,+, 1}j = 1 > 0 .

4 Monotonicity

To determine an accurate value range of expressions involving (conditionally) updated (general-
ized) induction variables the monotonic properties of the expression as a function of the variables
is determined. The CR form of a function enables the determination of monotonicity in a straight-
forward manner.

Consider for example the expression3 ∗ j + i + 2 ∗ k + 1, wherei ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0 are the
index variables that span a two-dimensional loop iteration space with unit stride andk is a gener-
alized induction variable with characteristic functionχ(i) = (i2−i)/2. The CR formation of this
expression proceeds as follows (see [25] for the CR algebra rules):

CRk(CRj(CRi(3 ∗ j+i+2 ∗ k+1)))
= CRk(CRj(3 ∗ j+{0, +, 1}i+2 ∗ k+1)) (replacingi)
= CRk(3 ∗ {0, +, 1}j+{0, +, 1}i+2 ∗ k+1) (replacingj)
= 3 ∗ {0, +, 1}j+{0, +, 1}i+2 ∗ {0, +, 0, +, 1}i+1 (replacingk)
= {{1, +, 3}j , +, 1, +, 2}i (normalize with CR algebra)

where the characteristic functionχ(i) of k in CR normal form isΦ(k) = {0,+, 0,+, 1}i. The
resulting multivariate CR form{{1,+, 3}j ,+, 1,+, 2}i is monotonic in both thei andj directions,
because the coefficients of the CR forms are all positive, indicating that the initial value of the
function is positive and that the value of the function increases by increasingi andj.

To analyze the properties of a CR form, we define two basic operationsV and∆ on CR forms to
obtain theinitial valueof a CR form and thesteppingfunction of a CR form, respectively.

Definition 1 Theinitial valueV Φi of a CR formΦi is

V Φi = V {φ0,�1, . . . ,�k, φk}i = φ0

Monotonic properties of a CR forms are determined by the stepping functions. The sign and size of
the step function of a CR is used to determine the direction and growth of the GIVs and induction
expressions in a loop iteration space. The initial value of a CR form is the first coefficient, which
is the starting value of the CR form evaluated on a unit grid in thei-direction.

Definition 2 Thestepfunction∆Φi of a CR formΦi is

∆Φi = ∆{φ0,�1, φ1,�2, . . . ,�k, φk}i = {φ1,�2, . . . ,�k, φk}i

Thedirection-wise stepfunction∆jΦi of a multi-variate CR formΦi is the step function with
respect to an index variablej

∆jΦi =


∆Φi if i = j
∆jV Φi otherwise



For example,∆i{{1,+, 3}j ,+, 1,+, 2}i = {1,+2}i and∆j{{1,+, 3}j ,+, 1,+, 2}i = 3. Be-
cause the lower boundL{1,+, 2}i = 1 > 0 and3 > 0, the CR form is monotonic with respect
to i andj. Therefore, the extreme values of3 ∗ j + i + 2 ∗ k + 1 on i ≥ 0 andj ≥ 0 lie on the
endpoints of the iteration space spanned byi andj.

5 Lower and Upper Bounds on CR Forms

In the previous sections we used the lower boundL on a CR form. In this section we formally
define the lower and upper bound functionsL andU , respectively. The lower and upper bounds
are exact if the function is monotonic. Because the CR form of a polynomial is unique [25] and
monotonicity can be determined from the CR coefficients directly, the CR representation of a
polynomial does not suffer from the problem that the tightness of a range analyzer is dependent
on how the analyzed expression is formed [1], such as with Horner’s rule for polynomials.

Definition 3 Thelower boundLΦi of a multi-variate CR formΦi is

LΦi =

8<:
L V Φi if L MΦi ≥ 0
L CR−1

i (Φi)[i← n] if U MΦi ≤ 0
L CR−1

i (Φi) otherwise

and theupper boundUΦi of a multi-variate CR formΦi is

UΦi =

8<:
U V Φi if U MΦi ≤ 0
U CR−1

i (Φi)[i← n] if L MΦi ≥ 0
U CR−1

i (Φi) otherwise

whereCR−1
i (Φi) is the closed form ofΦi with respect toi (i.e. nested CR forms are not converted),

and where

MΦi =

8><>:
∆Φi if �1 = +
∆Φi − 1 if �1 = ∗ ∧ L V Φ1 ≥ 0 ∧ L ∆Φi > 0
1−∆Φi if �1 = ∗ ∧ U V Φ1 < 0 ∧ L ∆Φi > 0
undefined otherwise

Based on CR construction and simplification rules, and CR−1 inverse rules described in [25], we
have developed an algorithm that efficiently evaluates the monotonic properties and bounds of
expressions containing GIVs.

6 Value Range Analysis Algorithm

We modified and extended our GIV analysis algorithm [25, 27] to handle conditionally updated
variables that may or may not have closed forms. In the modified GIV recognition algorithm,
we formulate the multi-variate CR forms for each non-aliased scalar integer/pointer variable for
each path in a loop nest. In this way, aset ofCR forms or PADs for a variable is determined in
our current implementation, rather than a single CR form as in [25]. These CR forms and PADs
describe sequences of possible values for the conditionally updated variables in a loop. We note



that the CR forms describe the possible values of the variable with respect to the paths in the
loop. We combine the set of CR forms to compute the CR forms for functions that bound the
possible range of values of the conditionally updated variables. To this end, we definemin and
maxbounding functions for a set of CR forms over an index space.

Definition 4 Let {Φ1
i , . . . ,Φ

n
i } be a set ofn multi-variate polynomial CR forms overi. Then the

minimumCR form is defined by

min(Φ1
i , . . . , Φ

n
i ) = {min(V Φ1

i , . . . , V Φn
i ), +, min(∆Φ1

i , . . . , ∆Φn
i )}i

and themaximumCR form is defined by

max(Φ1
i , . . . , Φ

n
i ) = {max(V Φ1

i , . . . , V Φn
i ), +, max(∆Φ1

i , . . . , ∆Φn
i )}i

These bounding functions are polynomial CR forms calculated from the set of CR forms of the
conditionally updated variables in the index space spanned by a loop nest.

The polynomialmin andmax bounds derived in CR form are always more accurate compared
to bounds derived from polynomials coefficients. Consider for examplep(i) = 1

2(i2 − i) which
has CR form{0,+, 0,+, 1}i for i ≥ 0 andq(i) = 0. Then,min({0,+, 0,+, 1}i, 0) = 0 = q(i)
andmax({0,+, 0,+, 1}i, 0) = {0,+, 0,+, 1}i = p(i), while taking the max over the polynomial
coefficients givesmax(p, q) = max(1

2 , 0)i2max(−1, 0)i = 1
2 i2 > p(i), which is inexact.

The extended and modified GIV recognition algorithm for modeling conditionally updated vari-
ables using themin andmax bounding functions proceeds as follows:

1. For each pathp in the body of a (nested) loop, find the setAp of variable-update pairs〈v, e〉
with our single-path CR-based GIV recognition algorithm [25].

2. For each variable-update pair〈v, e〉 defined in topological order≺ in the combined set⋃
Ap, compute alternative CR formsΦj(v) = CR(e) by replacing each induction variable

in expressione with its previously computed CR form. The≺ relation defines a topological
order on the pairs in the set by

〈v1, e1〉 ≺ 〈v2, e2〉 if v1 6= v2 andv1 occurs ine2

Note: The relation ensures that the computation of the CR forms for all variables can pro-
ceed in one sweep, by first computing the CR forms for variables that do not depend on any
other variables. These CR forms are then used to compute the CR forms for variables that
depend on the CR forms of other variables.

3. For each variablev collect the CR formsΦj(v) from the pairs〈v,Φj(v)〉 ∈
⋃

Ap, where
theΦj(v) were computed in step 2. Compute themin andmaxbounding functions over the
set{Φj(v)} for variablev.

4. When themin andmaxbounding functions are identical, the bounding function forms a
single (multi-variate) characteristic function of a GIV. The closed form GIV is used for
induction variable substitution and array recovery.



p = A; q = B; k = 0; m = 0;
for (i = 0; i <= n; i++)

if (C[k+2]) { // Path 1
for (j = 0; j < i; j++)
∗p++ = ∗q++;

k += 2;
} else { // Path 2
∗p++ = 0;
q += i;
k += m;
m += 2;
}

Ap1 (Path 1)
p = {A, +, 0, +, 1}i
q = {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k = {0, +, 2}i
m = 0

Ap2 (Path 2)
p = {A, +, 1}i
q = {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k = 0
k = {0, +, 0, +, 2}i
m = {0, +, 2}i

Minimum
p ≥ A
q ≥ {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k ≥ 0
m ≥ 0

Maximum
p ≤ {A, +, 1, +, 1}i
q ≤ {B, +, 0, +, 1}i
k ≤ {0, +, 2, +, 2}i
m ≤ {0, +, 2}i

Minimum
p ≥ A
q ≥ &B[(i2−i)/2]
k ≥ 0
m ≥ 0

Maximum
p ≤ &A[(i2+i)/2]
q ≤ &B[(i2−i)/2]
k ≤ i2+i
m ≤ 2i

LΦi..UΦi Bounds
A[0..(n2+n/2)]
B[0..(n2−n/2)]
C[2..n2+n + 2]

(a)Example Loop Nest (b) CR Forms (c) Min/Max CR (d) Closed Min/Max (e)Array Bounds

Figure 3: Analysis of an Example Code Segment Containing Conditional Updates

The cost of the algorithm to derive CR forms and bounding functions is linear in the number of
paths in a loop nest, if the order of the polynomial induction variables is bounded by a constant.
When the polynomial order is bounded, the CR algebra requires a bounded number of rewrite
steps to derive CR forms. The topological ordering≺ can be implemented using bit-vectors to
reduce the complexity of the algorithm with respect to the pass over the combined set

⋃
Ap in

step 2 of the algorithm.

In Figure 3 the algorithm is applied to an example code segment with conditional variable updates.
In step (b) the CR forms are formed for the two paths. In step (c) the CR forms are combined to
form min andmax bounding functions. In step (d) the closed-forms of the CR-forms are shown
for comparison. Next in step (e), array bounds are determined from themin andmax forms.
As a result, the value range of the the pointerp andq accesses to arraysA, B, andC determine
the array bounds of these arrays. Note thatp, q are pointers that behave as nonlinear induction
variables. Also note that conditionally updated variablesk and m are coupled andk forms a
nonlinear induction variable with respect toPath 2.

7 Conclusions.

The use of pointer arithmetic and conditionally updated induction variables and pointers prevent
compilers from effectively applying dependence testing and loop analysis for optimization and
parallelization. As a consequence, many C codes such as DSP applications cannot be effectively
optimized. In this paper we have presented a new value range analysis technique that utilizes
CR-forms for evaluation of expressions containing conditionally updated induction variables and
pointers. We have shown several applications of the method for loop analysis, such as dependence
testing and array bounds checking.

The implementation of the CR algebra and the analysis algorithm in the SUIF and Polaris compil-
ers is close to completion. For more information and updates on the status of this project, please
refer tohttp://www.cs.fsu.edu/˜birch/research/crDemo3.php .
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